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Abstract

The first prototypes of the High Luminosity LHC (HL-
LHC) electronics for the CMS On-detector Board for the 
Drift Tube (DT) chambers (OBDT) have been installed 
attached to the DT chambers of the CMS detector and 
integrated in the central data acquisition and trigger 
system. They have operated together with the first 
backend prototypes for trigger generation and slow 
control. Months long data taking campaign of cosmic 
rays have taken place to validate the performance of 
these prototypes. The full chain has been operated very 
satisfactorily, showing the optimal efficiency and 
resolution of the designed phase-2 electronics. 

Introduction 

A

B

OBDT board: On-detector Board for DT

The OBDT board[1] is focused on a Polarfire FPGA 
produced in the past by Microsemi. It digitizes the 
pulses that come from the Front-End Boards inside the 
chambers. The LHC clock is needed to synchronize 
data. It comes from the MOCO board using it to build a 
frame called GBT frame and then sent through the SFP+ 
transceiver. The GBTx decodes the frame and recovers 
the clock. Inside the frame, the MOCO board includes 
data for the slow control that is sent to both the FPGA 
and the SCA chip.

The SCA chip will distribute all this monitoring and 
control signals to the on-detector FEB electronics.

Finally, the FPGA sends digitalized and formatted data 
to up to 4 AB7 boards through its 4 optical links..

Phase-2 Slice Test 
A full DT sector/slice in one external wheel (YB+2) is
equipped with the phase-2 electronics prototypes
working in parallel with the legacy electronics. The FE
signal splitters were used to split the signal and route it
to both legacy and phase-2 systems. It would allow to
test under real conditions (B field and collisions data),
since OBDT electronics will be left operational during
p-p collisions.

Calibrations

Data Taking with the Slice Test 

There are three data taking modes 
for slice test:
1.Cosmic trigger using the opposite 
quadrant provides unbiased trigger 
with collision geometry
2.Cosmic trigger Sector 12 with 
MB3 and MB4 trigger also provides 
unbiased trigger for S12 MB4 (MB3)
3.Test pulse calibration

The same event is splitted and 
registered in the both legacy and 
phase-2 chain. Also readout FED’s 
for both the systems are fully 
integrated in CMS 
environment(TCDS,DAQ,CMSSW)

Results from Slice Test data

Summary and Plans
The slice Test will have to be refurbished before Run3:
1- Designing new theta splitter-patch panel to use theta SLs 
signals during collisions in slice test (ST). 
2-Safety features (monitoring &interlock) to run unattended 
during collisions being developed.
3- Reinstall MB1 and MB2 legacy minicrates.
4- Split FE signals in MB1&MB2 and reinstall phase-2.

Mechanics and power installation for 7 OBDTS: MB1 and 
MB2 OBDTs and MB3 theta.
5-Activities to integrate with L1 trigger just started before 
closure. To restart in surface first, eventually will move to USC.
By EYETS2324 (latest) the slice test should include final boards 
(hosting lpGBT), to allow testing it with beams.

The Drift tubes (DT) are responsible for the tracking and 
triggering of muons in the central region of CMS. The 
Electronics for the Drift Tube Chambers of CMS will be 
significantly upgraded during the LHC Long Shutdown 
3 (LS3). As a consequence of the higher L1A rate set by 
HL-LHC, the new CMS Trigger requirements will 
exceed the present capabilities of the DT on-detector 
electronics (so called MiniCrate, MiC). For this reason, 
having also in mind easier electronics maintainability 
and chamber aging mitigation arguments, DTs will 
replace all their MiCs during LS3. The phase-2 on 
detector electronics for DT will consist of a single type 
of board called OBDT (On Board electronics for Drift 
Tubes). 

One single type of board that
performs full streaming of all
hits with 1 ns LSB

Minicrate (MiC)

Wire resolution ~ 250 µm
Local reconstruction (r-φ) ~ 100 µm
Efficiency (> 99%)

Replacement of DT electronics for 
HL-LHC (CMS Phase 2 Upgrade)

4 concentric rings of DRIFT TUBE gas chambers
instrument the return yoke of CMS covering |ηµ|<1.2

TM7

AB7

MoCo

Chamber slow control

Front End Boards. 
Shape and amplify signal from the 
DT cell wires

AB7: Backend prototype for event 
matching and trigger primitive generation.

Monitoring and 
Control board. 
Prototype for the
slow control and 
timing
synchronization
electronics.

- FEB: masks, threshold, width settings
- Testpulse: generation of input signals to the FEB for timing calibration
- Temperatures and voltages monitoring
- PADC: gas pressure monitoring system
- RPC: threshold setting on Resistive Plate chambers
- Alignment: forks communication through I2C

AB7

MoCo
The results corresponds to a cosmic data taking triggered 
by the legacy electronics in CMS chamber YB+2 S12 MB4 
during August 2019 Slice Test campaign. 

This is the first display of muon crossing a chamber and the comparison between 
old and new electronics. Both results are identical.

We observed instability in t0 (time pedestals of each TDC 
channel) e.g. with power cycle or reset of the GBTx that happens 
every system configuration. The difference  between times of the 
same cosmic muon hits measured by the phase-1 and phase-
2 showed a range of 20 ns within the chamber. Phase-2 chain 
can be synchronized using a test pulse run where a pulse signal is 
injected at the input of each chamber channel. After this t0 
correction the difference between times of the same cosmic 
muon hits measured by the phase-1 and phase-2 greatly improves 
showing a difference <1 ns, as expected (see correlation below). 
This t0 instability behavior seen in the slice test was investigated in 
the lab resulting in a new OBDT FW that displays in a robust 
stability of the TDC t0s ( < 1 ns) against clock glitches or power 
cycles.

Efficiency of the DT phase-2 readout to find a hit in a cell where hits from the 
legacy electronics are recorded, plotted wire by wire for the MB4 chamber of the 
Slice Test. 

Difference between trigger primitive’s 
time and the offline reconstructed 
segment time, for phase-2 in blue and for 
Legacy trigger (red) in a cosmic muon 
sample collected in the Slice Test setup. 
For phase-2 only primitives fitting at least 
4- hits are considered, in order to be 
compared with the Legacy system 
(requesting minimal H quality). For the 
Legacy system the trigger output time is in 
BX units (25 ns step). The red line shows 
the convolution of an almost flat 
distribution in the BX step with a 3-4 ns 
time resolution of the reconstructed 
segment. 
For phase-2, the inherent online time resolution is of few ns. The improved online 
time resolution in phase 2 reflects in this particular sample (unbuched cosmic 
muons) as a lower (half) fraction of triggers at a wrong bx, i.e. 12.5 ns away from 
the time the muon crossed the chamber [2].
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